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[5 7 ] ABSTRACT 
Apparatus for automatically stacking metal siding pan 
els for packaging, with successive panels in the stack 
inverted and/or laterally offset relative to each other 
so that their formed longitudinal edges are inter?tted, 

and with protective sheets of paper interleaved be 
tween successive panels. The apparatus includes a 
conveyor for advancing the panels laterally, a plurality 
of heads with rotary arms movable into and out of a 
position for engaging and inverting panels advancing 
along the conveyor;, rotatable stop members at the 
end of the conveyor for arresting an advancing panel 
in any selected one of a plurality of positions spaced 
slightly apart from each other, and a plurality of in 
dexing arms for successively gripping each arrested 
panel by suction and advancing it a ?xed distance to a 
stacking locality where the indexing arms deposit the 
panels in parallel superposed relation, so that succes 
sive panels in the stack are laterally offset in corre 
spondence with the spacing between the positions in 
which they are respectively arrested by the stop mem 
bers. Sheets of paper to be interleaved with the panels 
are successively supplied to, and held on, a vacuum 
table adjacent the stacking locality; a movable wand 
operating in synchronism with the indexing arms picks 
up a sheet from the vacuum table, conveys it to they 
stacking locality, and deposits it on the uppermost 
panel at that locality, i.e. between deposit of succes 
sive panels on the stack. Successive adherence of the 
paper to the vacuum table and the wand, and release 
of the paper from the table and the wand, are effected 
by the reversible application of suction and air blasts 
to the paper through the table and the wand. Means 
are also provided for depositing a completed stack of 
panels on a carton blank and folding the blank around 
the panels. 

10 Claims, 43 Drawing Figures 
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